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ON MY OWN TIME

On My Own Time (OMOT), a trademarked program organized and produced by Business Council for

the Arts, is a regional art competition that showcases the talent and creativity of North Texas

business professionals. Since the program’s inception in 1993, OMOT has promoted the work of

thousands of creative employees from companies across North Texas.  

 

Through OMOT companies publicly recognize and encourage the creativity of their employees while

engaging staff across departments and through hierarchies. By sparking conversation and engaging

their workforce in a shared collaboration, participating companies express their values in a tangible

way. OMOT includes two components, one for visual artists and another for writers.  

 

Each year, area businesses submit literary works created outside of working hours by their

employees. Expert jurors from the literary community select the winning pieces in the following

categories: Corporate Collaboration, 10-Word Story, Fictional Shorty Story, Creative Non-Fiction,

and Open Verse Poetry. Winning entries are published within the BCA program, and those authors

are invited to read their works aloud at Literary Night.  

 

This year Business Council for the Arts received a record number of literary entries. Outstanding

congratulations is due to all of the winners. Recognition and thanks is also owed to each

ambassador for his or her dedication to organizing and managing their OMOT program internally

within their company. Lastly, we offer deep gratitude to our jurors, Michael Clay, James

Dolan, Sanderia Faye, Blake Kimzey, Amy Schaffner, and David Eric Tomlinson, who without their

volunteered time the program would not be possible.  
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Joshua wandered among grapefruit orchards,  

down in the Valley, along the Rio Grande. 

Toting a tin kazoo, couldn’t afford a trumpet, 

it hung from his neck by a yucca strand. 

 

With him too, his dog named Ronnie, 

a bamboo pole, some string and a hook. 

They made their way, toward the big river; 

take a drink, drop a line and have a look. 

 

Plying their way through Texas snakeweed, 

their progress had been squandered.    

Up against a wall, made of caliche; 

no quench, no fish, no view…they pondered.  

 

Ronnie barked an Old Testament recollection, 

how a wall was brought down in Berlin, 

by blowing rams horns for seven days. 

Joshua understood, it’s time to taste some tin ! 

  

Drawing in ten bushels of Valley air, 

Joshua produced a destructive harmonic tune. 

Caliche began to crack and crumble, 

flora and fauna will rejoin soon.  

 

The wall was destroyed by a humble kazoo.  

Peace and dust, settled in el Valle.  

Ronnie slaked his thirst, Joshua caught a perch 

and all can enjoy the beautiful Rio Grande 

Thomas shaw| Gensler 

1st Place - Open Verse Poetry  
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On the quiet backwaters of Vembanadu Lake 

the sun peers gently over the horizon. 

 

An aged man, with leathery clove-colored skin 

steps into the water for his morning bath. 

 

A ripple eases forward 

merging into the velvet-green water lilies. 

 

In the distance appears a lone figure in a canoe. 

Shirtless, head protected with a wrapped cloth, 

He glides with soft strokes of his oars 

Not wanting to disturb the blanket of feathers. 

 

Some sleep with beaks tucked under their wings. 

Others squawk and attempt to walk on water  

Only to promptly fall back in. 

 

With his stern call, the ducks move into place. 

For the stragglers, the master saves his wrath. 

 

Onward the bunch sails together until out of sight 

Floating together towards fate. 

THE DUCK FARMER

Reina Patel | UT Southwestern Medical Center 

2nd Place - Open Verse Poetry 
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Ecdysis is the shedding of the outer of layer of skin, 

A process that the burlesque dancer  

(Saltator burlesca) undergoes. 

As the dancer approaches this phase, 

Her outer skin shines like it’s made of crystals. 

She basks in the light; 

The burlesque dancer actually becomes more active 

During the time of ecdysis. 

A gleam appears in her eyes, heavily lashed and lined. 

It is time for the first piece to be shed. 

She bites on her finger to initiate, 

A sharp motion, followed by a gentle sliding 

Of the skin off one arm, then the other. 

She undulates to a rhythm, 

Circling her hips 

And feeling her body with fingertips. 

Scientists hypothesize the contact 

Helps with the process. 

There is a small opening on her back, 

A flap of the old skin. 

She tugs until the largest piece comes off. 

Then she bends to remove the skin on her legs. 

It seems stuck on her foot. 

She smiles, 

And it pops right off. 

No one knows whether the pause was intentional. 

As the last pieces are shed, 

We see the burlesque dancer in her new skin, 

Iridescent and smooth, 

Glowing with new life. 

She bows and takes her leave 

Until she is ready to return 

To begin the metamorphosis again. 

ECDYSIS

Jennifer Wang | UT Southwestern Medical Center 

3rd Place - Open Verse Poetry 
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Viking opulence 

Four grand pianos 

Gambling Debt 

Escape to America 

 

A FRESH START

Laura barnet | axxess 

1st Place - 10-Word Story  
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Birth. Movement. Independence. Spinal Cord Injury. Existence. Oxygen. Gratitude. Rebirth. 

 

WHAT WE TAKE FOR GRANTED

Kelvin wang| PwC 

2nd Place - 10-Word Story  
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"No late seating, sir." 

"Pity." 

"Wait! That's the president's box!" 

 

THE THESPIAN

Michael Morgan | Heritage Auctions 

3rd Place - 10-Word Story  
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Jack Richardson sat in the back row of a mostly empty mission control room at the Johnson Space

Center in Houston, Texas.  He stood up to stretch, arching his long back in an attempt to undo the

hours of sitting he had just endured, guiding a supply rocket through Earth’s atmosphere towards the

International Space Station.   

 

“Houston, this is Captain Marie Alvarez on ISS, do you copy? Over.” a voice said through his

speakers.  Jack looked up at the three large screens covering the south wall of mission control. He

briefly glanced at the first, showing rocket trajectory.  The center was showing a video feed of Earth

from the ISS, and the third flickered to life and projected Captain Alvarez. She was casting a glance

back over her shoulder, through the thick glazing separating her from the unimaginable expanse of

space.  When her face returned, she looked puzzled. 

 

“This is Houston, over.” Jack returned.  The four remaining mission control engineers all looked up

from their computer screens, attentive to any news from the space station. 

 

“Hey Jack, it’s the strangest thing...” she trailed off.  He could see her glance back over her shoulder

again, looking towards Earth.  “Are you seeing this?”  

 

He directed his attention to the second screen, but everything looked normal.  From the low Earth

orbit of the ISS, the video captured about half of the planet, the rest obscured from view due to the

closeness of the space station. 

 

“ISS, this is Houston, we’re seeing it now.  Marie, what am I looking at?” 

 

“I don’t know, Jack.  It looks like - it looks like the largest storm system I’ve ever seen.  It’s not

moving in a predictable weather pattern, and it seemed to just…”  She paused, thinking it over,

“...appear out of nowhere.” 

 

What came into view on the screen made all four remaining engineers stand up.  As the sun began

to rise over the Southern Hemisphere, a huge, dark spot became visible, covering an area the size of

Europe, over the Indian Ocean.  It didn’t show any movement or visible wind patterns. It had the

hard, precise edge of a perfect circle. 

 

“It’s just, darkness.” said Marie, coming over the speakers again and jolting Jack from his thoughts.

 “It looks a lot like the shadow of an eclipse or something, but more regular, and we’re not currently in

an eclipse.” 

D.M. Vickerson| Gensler 

1st Place - Fictional short story  

THE SHADOW
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The word shadow stuck in Jack’s mind, and as he picked up the phone, he saw the outer edges of

the darkness begin to grow. 

 

 

 

Christine Lancit’s 2008 silver Honda Civic sat still amidst the rows of cars on US-75 in Dallas.  She

peered through the windshield to the north, where she could just make out the steep incline of the

tollway on-ramp, covered with stopped cars. 

 

Christine had not noticed the weather today, at least she’d paid it as much attention as anything else,

which is to say not much.  She’d been purposefully tuned out for the past six months, never turning

on the news, only going to work and coming home to her now empty house.  

 

A bolt of lightning flashed overhead, and Christine once again peered into the gloom.  That’s when

she noticed the clouds. Had they looked like this all day? Weather here could be a bit on the extreme

side, and impending storms would certainly explain this horrific traffic, but what she saw made the

hairs on her arms stand up. 

 

The sky was a deep, menacing gray, with overtones of a sickly green.  Instead of seeing outlines of

clouds, the entire mass took on an undefined haze, except for one large, dark spot.  Christine

instantly thought of the ocean, and as she stared up at the mass, it began to grow. 

 

Suddenly, a high pitch noise ripped through her head, and she looked around in panic for the source.

 In every car, all around her, people jumped and pressed their hands to their ears, some even got out

of their cars to look around.  The sound didn’t seem as though it was external, though. Christine

could feel it inside her head, painfully blocking out all else. She could feel herself begin to pass out,

and as she slumped over the steering wheel, she looked up to the mass in the sky and saw its hard

edge break free of the clouds and come into view. 

 

The first thing she noticed when she awoke was just how dark it was.  No lights in her car were

illuminated. In fact, every car around her was completely dark.  The sky above was black, and every

building lay wrapped in shadow. 

 

Christine pulled at the door handle and crumpled onto the concrete.  As she stood up, she could see

the shapes of other people climbing out to take a look.  They seemed as disoriented as she felt. She

reached into her pocket and pulled out her phone, anxious to see the time and what was going on,

but her screen was black.   

 

Panic began to creep up her spine, and she wanted to run.  Instead, she began walking forward,

towards a growing mass of people.  Just as she approached the group, she heard the first screams. 

 

The group erupted into chaos, with people running through the darkness in all directions.  More

screams cascaded off the cars, and the distinct sound of crunching metal and breaking glass echoed

through the night.  Christine had no idea what was going on, but instead of running up the road, she

ran to the edge. Just as her foot hit the grass of the median, she was knocked over from behind by a

large mass. 

 

# 
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Pain exploded through her body as something pierced the back of her neck, and then she felt

nothing.  She lay on the ground, face pressed into the grass, watching the scene around her. The

shadows were coming from every direction now, taking down anything that moved. Though it

seemed like the end, this was just the beginning. 
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Spense Nighthawk stared at the bottle of pills with his mother's name on it. The bottle he prescribed.

Not as her doctor. But as the son who lost his little brother one year ago today. 

 

He was supposed to watch his 10-year-old brother at the Bluegrass festival. But  what could go

wrong in the quaint mountain village of Red River, New Mexico? And what might go right with the girl

taking burger orders just a few hundred feet away? 

 

Nothing went right with the girl and everything went wrong with David. Panic. Parents. Police. Prayer.

Posters. Pacing. Search parties. Appointments. Prescriptions. 

 

Spense sat down his backpack on the bed of rocks and stared down through the valley where he had

just a glimpse of Red River. He had climbed there this morning from his home town of Questa and

navigated the mountain ridge far enough to see the spot where he last saw his brother.  

 

This is where he wanted to do it. Away from home, where his mother's silence shouted, "You lost

him. It's your fault!" Where the anger of his father always took aim at the nearest inanimate object as

an idol for Spense. 

 

If the pills didn't help Mom, maybe they would help Spense. 

 

He opened the bottle and reached into his backpack for water. He stared at the pills. At Red River.

Back toward home. He raised the bottle of pills. 

 

It was at that precise moment that he saw it. 

 

It made him drop the pills. The bottle bounced, every pill inside leaping into the rocky crevices. The

water bottle fell, too, its contents gurgling away. 

 

What Spense saw was this - in a level, rocky clearing 40 years downhill towards Red River, a baby

deer emerged. 

 

From thin air.  

 

The deer, hearing the sound of the two bottles striking rock, froze, looked up, and headed back the

way it had come - into nothing. 

 

 

 

SPENSE NIGHTHAWK'S FIRST ADVENTURE

Brian Shipman| Heritage Auctions 

2nd Place - Fictional short story  
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Spense locked his eyes on the spot from which the deer entered and exited. He ran towards the

clearing, sliding on the loose rocks until he arrived a few feet away. 

 

He stopped. He picked up a rock and tossed it in the direction of where he last saw the deer. 

 

The rock disappeared in mid-air. 

 

Spense stood, open-mouthed, wrestling with his brain to unfreeze and to focus. After a minute of

shock, he began to do what he did best - contemplate. 

 

He stared at the level clearing in which he now stood. He began to notice a barely visible circular

formation defined by a perimeter of bowling-ball-sized rocks. He walked around the circle,

occasionally tossing a rock across its boundary.  

 

Each time, the rock vanished. 

 

He knelt and examined one of the boundary stones. He noticed a strange symbol - a faint petroglyph.

He studied the other rocks on the perimeter - each time noting a different symbol etched into the

stone. 

 

Spense closed his eyes and began to "think without thinking" as he liked to call it. Instead of rote

analysis, he let his mind relax. He let each of the twelve symbols come and go in his mind without

attempting to assign any meaning to them. He observed with no agenda. 

 

A few moments later, Spense's eyes snapped open. He glanced at his watch and stared at the sky.

He ran to his backpack and returned with a length of rope. He placed one end of the rope under a

heavy rock and tugged it taut. Then, holding the other end of the rope, he chose a very specific spot

and walked across the boundary.  

 

The air changed when he crossed. The sun seemed to move a few degrees toward the horizon.

Spense pulled his phone from his pocket and locked his eyes on the screen. 

 

After a moment, he gasped and pumped his free fist into the air. Then he backed out of the circle

while tugging on the rope. 

 

He repeated his efforts, each time making slight adjustments to his entry point. Each time he would

stare at his phone.  

 

Finally, when looking at his phone after crossing the boundary, he shouted, "Yes!" He let go of the

rope and ran. 

 

Ran - not towards home, but towards Red River. 

 

Still panting, he emerged from the forest at the base of a mountain and ran into the village of Red

River. He could hear the Bluegrass music playing. He crossed a street and turned a corner, and

there he was. Himself. Sitting at a table with his little brother and staring at the pretty girl. 
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He watched as his girl-crazy self got up and walked toward the waitress. He waited until he saw his

brother alone at the table. Spense made his way toward his brother, tapped him on the shoulder, and

motioned for him to follow. 

 

The two made their way out of the festival, through town, across the last paved road and into the

pine forest.  

 

David asked only once where they were going. Spense said simply, "I have to show you something." 

 

Spense could barely contain his joy as he held his brother's hand and made his way up the

mountain.  

 

After what seemed like eternity, the two broke into the clearing where the Circle of Time, as Spense

had decided to name it, reappeared.  

 

Spense grabbed David's hand and said, "Don't let go." 

 

Spense worked out the calculations in his head, in reverse this time, and walked into the circle. He

checked his phone. Right on the first try. 

 

The two emerged from the circle and made their way back toward home. 

 

"I'm tired," David said. "I want to go home." 

 

"That is exactly where we are going," Spense said.  

 

He had done it. He had rescued his brother. His parents would be so happy.  

 

As they began their descent into Questa a chilling thought entered Spense's mind.  

 

"What if the reason David disappeared in the first place is because I went back in time and took

him?" 
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Her house was clean, her spices organized, her afternoon free. But how she missed her husband

and daughter.  Was this the life Gopal envisioned for her when he brought her here as a young

bride? Since his funeral, she felt forgotten. Perhaps she should return to India.  But with Shalini in

college, how?  

 

At Best Buy a young man, Sammy, offered to help her. 

 

“I am looking for computer,” Beena proclaimed.  

“What kind?”   

“For Internet.”  

“You want a basic computer for word processing and Internet?” 

“I think so.”  

“Toshiba’s on sale.” 

“My daughter thinks if I have e-mail I won’t bother her by telephone.”  

“That’s probably true. My mom sends me messages.  But a lot’s spam.”  

“What is spam? Not for sandwiches?” 

Sammy laughed then asked,  “Are you related to Dr. Gopal Patel? My favorite professor—” 

Beena stood straighter. “My husband.”  

 

After many trials and help from the Geek Squad, Beena sent her first e-mail.  

Dear Shalini, I have a computer and have learned to process words and go out on Internet. I love

you, Mum 

 

Within minutes Shalini replied: 

omg mummy u r so hip!  btw my cars dying gotta run 

 

Beena winced. What could the strange letters mean?  She hoped Shalini wasn’t taking drugs.  

 

Beena discovered her relatives in India were prolific correspondents, sending news, jokes, pictures,

and gossip.  As soon as she awoke, she checked her e-mail and found interesting sites.  She

decoded Shalini’s cryptic notes and filled out various forms. Soon her inbox burgeoned.  

 

One day she never got dressed, never made her bed. Her spices were disordered; dust lay on her

Hindu shrine, but she didn’t care. Everyone in the world wanted to communicate with her!  She was

offered mortgage-refinancing, discount coupons, home business opportunities. It pays to have e-

mail, she thought.  

 

THE E-LIFE OF BENNA PATEL

Anne perry| the Art Institute of dallas 

3rd Place - Fictional short story  
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Beena responded kindly to each message she received, correcting spelling and grammar

mistakes, sure that senders would be grateful. Her inbox became gorged with offers to enlarge or

shrink body parts and other things she did not want. Disgusted, she asked Sammy if it was the kind

of computer that attracted undesirable messages.  

 

“Oh, no, ma’am.” He laughed. “That’s spam.”  

“Spam. Not for sandwiches.”  This time she laughed, too. 

 

Then she received a heartbreaking message:  

Greetings. I am Alhaji Mohammed Abacha, only child of a rich cocoa merchant. My father was

poisoned to death. My mother died in a terrible car accident.  

 

“Dear God, poor boy,” Beena exclaimed. 

 

Before his death, he told me that he kept a sum of $38,000,000 dollars— 

 

Beena gasped.  

 

—and I should seek a partner in a safe country. I solicit your assistance to provide a bank account to

 transfer it and serve as guardian, since I am 19, also help me continue my education, procuring

residential permit in your country. I will offer you 25% compensation of the sum. 

 

Her mind whirled.  She could house him; he could go to UTA. She could help with residence permit.

He was Muslim, but she was respectful of others. 

 

Madam, this transaction demands confidentiality. There is a saying in my country,  Loose lips sinks

ship. Please respond urgently. May Almighty bless you. Alhaji  

 

How this had come was a mystery—but perhaps it offered solutions. Dear Alhaji, she wrote. I’m sorry

you’ve suffered. But God is merciful. I have a spare room, the university’s nearby; I can help with

your residence visa. Lovingly, Mrs. Beena Patel  817-729-4896 

 

She hit send.  

 

The call came during the night.  They spoke briefly, then she read her account numbers. 

“Thank you. Goodbye, Mrs. Patel.”   

 

Beena lay back down, but couldn’t sleep. She practiced his name: Alhaji. Finally she slept, dreaming

of her wedding day, of coins she sorted with henna-painted hands.  

 

Midmorning she put on her best sari for the bank. 

 

“Have I had a deposit today, Mary?”   

“Let’s see. . . . No. Expecting something?”  

“I cannot divulge the source.” Beena’s eyes were bright. 

“It will come in handy.” 
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“Namaste,” Beena sang, remembering how she felt when she was first in love with her husband.   

 

A second stop by the bank revealed no change.  She went home; there was no message from Alhaji.

She lay down, exhausted. Darkness greeted her when she awoke. What if he were unable to transfer

the funds?  What if he were killed?  

 

In the morning, she donned an everyday sari and returned to the bank. “Any deposit today?”  

“I’ll look again. . . . Beena, there is nothing in this account.” 

“What?” 

“There was a withdrawal yesterday afternoon for . . . $36, 592.67.” 

Beena clutched the counter.  “That’s impossible.  He was to put money into the account.”  

“Who?” 

Beena’s head swirled. Loose lips sink ships.  

“You can’t tell me?”   

Beena’s face turned ashen. She felt hot; her hands shook.  

“Does this have to do with the Internet?” Mary asked. “You may be the victim of a scam.”   

“Alhaji,” Beena whispered. “How could you?”  

 

Leaning numbly against her kitchen wall,  Beena sorted spices.  She dusted her shrine and prayed.  

Dear God, help me. She called upon Krishna, Radha, Ganesh, then invoked Zoroaster, Moses,

Jesus, Bahá’u’lláh. Finally, Allah and Muhammad. Forgive your son, she implored. He could have

been anyone’s son—and then tears fell.  

 

When she could face her computer, she wrote: Dear Alhaji, I am sorry you will not be pursuing your

dreams here. I prayed to Allah and Muhammad for your forgiveness.  Surely the same God watches

over us all.  Sincerely, Beena Patel 

 

No reply came. But she received other messages.   

 

My dear, I wish to solicit your assistance. My late customer died in Amsterdam, leaving unclaimed

funds totaling 8.2 million pound sterling. . . .  

 

Beena gritted her teeth and deleted the message. The next: My late husband depositted 20 

Milion Pounds in UK. Recently, my Doctor said I have limited days left.  I will donate this fund to you

to help the down-troden. . . .  

 

Beena felt no instinct to respond, not even to correct the spelling.  
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One of the great points of conflict that has occurred in every American household since the invention

of recorded music has been the tug of war between parent and teen over the media player of the

day. Sometimes this infighting filters down among the younger children, just adding to the parent’s

frustration and misery. 

 

I lucked into the solution one afternoon in the car when my 7-year-old kept insisting that she wanted

to listen to the same Disney CD for the five millionth time.   

 

There we went. Back and forth. Louder and louder, and then it hit me. 

“How would you like to hear a song about a DRAGON?” I asked. 

“What dragon? You don’t have any songs about dragons,” came the challenge. 

 

At that moment, I knew I had won. 

 

“I have to tell you about the story about the dragon so you understand the song, OK?” 

“Uh-huh.” 

“This is a world famous dragon, and his name is Godzilla.” 

 

After a very brief description of His Awesomeness that is Godzilla, I cranked up the rock anthem by

Blue Oyster Cult that celebrates the King of All Monsters. 

 

We listened to Godzilla a couple of times to learn the lyrics, and the person in the booster seat

asked, “What other songs do you have?”  

 

Game. Set. Match! 

 

The dreaded Disney pop-tarts and Boy bands were trampled beneath massive reptilian feet. All of

the Hip-hop, and Bubble-gun Top 40 artists that parents love to hate dissolved into screaming vapor

in a jet of radioactive fire.  

 

All of them are anathema at our house. Not because I say so. Because my daughter says so. 

 

When the Mrs. was having trouble getting the daughter interested in classical music, I arranged for

Santa Clause to deliver a few DVDs containing Bugs Bunny. Nothing like a good Warner Brother’s

cartoon binge with a classical music background score to hold a child’s interest. Now when we go to

the symphony we see who can guess the toon where the piece of music is played. My daughter  

HOW GODZILLA SAVED MY SANITY

Michael morgan| heritage auctions 

1st place - creative non-fiction  
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plays violin in the school orchestra now. 

 

By helping my child discover the music I love, I managed to avoid the music I despise. I also learned

a valuable lesson. Tie your favorite things to something the child is already interested in, and with a

little gentle encouragement, the rest will take care of itself. 

 

My now 17-year-old loves musical theatre, the symphony, and of course classic rockers and

balladeers like Alice Cooper, and Blue Oyster Cult. Best of all, we never argue about music in the

car. 
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November 9, 1965 was cold, as wave after wave of Arctic frigidity slapped the northeastern coast of

the United States. With the cold, power lines began filling to capacity that afternoon as people

returned home and turned on their heaters. A single breaker on a transmission line in Ontario,

Canada malfunctioned precipitating a cascade of power outages. In just eleven minutes, New York

City and much of the State were plunged into darkness.  

 

The blackout of 1965 would last 13 hours and affect approximately 30 million people. Nine months

later, a surge of births, Blackout Babies, would bring the one of two silver linings out of the darkness.

A second one would have to wait for more than thirty eight years. 

 

The engineers of Con-Ed calculated that the City of New York could have been “saved” from the

1965 blackout, if they had a quick-start power generator within the City’s internal grid. Thus, they

designed the Gowanus Power Plant, a dual-fuel jet engine driven power generation facility to float on

six barges on the East River, near the Gowanus Canal, in the borough of Brooklyn.  By the late

1970’s the engineers had compiled thick manuals detailing emergency start-up procedures, with

Gowanus sending start-up power to the larger Astoria Power Plant across the city in Queens. They

even framed a summary flowchart of the procedures, and then hung it over the door in the control

room at Astoria. Those instructions, however, would gather dust for the next 25 years. 

 

August 14, 2003 was an ordinary day from an electrical point of view. All that changed at about 1:30

PM when a power generator in Ohio tripped off-line due to a mechanical failure. Additional power to

compensate for the lost unit began flowing down three separate transmission lines causing these

lines to heat up with the additional electrical flow. The heat caused the three power lines to expand

and to drop down towards the ground where they touched trees growing in the transmission line’s

right-of –way resulting in an electrical short circuit. By 4:10 PM that day, a system wide rout was

underway, and within 11 seconds of the fault reaching the borders of New York State, the entire grid

went down and drove over 45 million people in the northeastern United States and Canada into

darkness! 

 

In the city, with the blackout, New Yorkers feared another 9/11 style attack. Subway lines grounded

to a halt. Flights were cancelled, traffic lights went out, and commuters were forced to spend the

night on public sidewalks, stranded with no way to get home. Oddly, a party atmosphere ensued as

people tried to cope with the situation. 

 

Through all the changes in the utility industry in the intervening four decades from 1965 to 2003, the

one thing that remained constant was the rank and file employees that ran the grid and the power  
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plants. Most of the jobs in this part of the electrical utility world would be passed from parent to child

or within extended families.  

 

As the Astoria plant operators stared at their now dead control board, one of the three men

remembered his uncle saying something about how the system could be started up from a cold start

position, without plant power. For a plant like Astoria, it takes a significant amount of power to start-

up. He called his uncle, a senior plant operator long since retired, and asked about the procedure.

After the uncle finished telling the young operator how dumb and worthless he was, he said: “Just

look up! The instructions are hanging on the wall!” The three men in the control room slowly raised

their flash lights up the wall to illuminate the start-up system drawing in the frame over the door.

 They realized quickly that the initial power to operate their plant had to come from a floating power

plant in Brooklyn ten miles away and it had to come soon. They made the call to Gowanus. 

 

When the lights went out that August evening, there were no plant operators working at Gowanus,

just maintenance personnel, as the plant was not scheduled to start-up. However, the Gowanus

operators did not need to be called; they raced to their plant on the East River. 

 

In the two short years since the 9/11 attacks on New York City, the Gowanus plant had been fortified

with a twelve-foot tall solid steel fence topped with swirls of razor wire. Unfortunately, admittance to

the facility was gained by employees sliding their ID cards through a reader at the front gate, which

would then trigger an electrical motor to unlock the gate and slide it open. The gate did not have a

manual override. Suddenly that tall and sharp fence loomed very large. 

 

The determined Gowanus crewmen broke into a moving & storage warehouse near the plant, then

“borrowed” some ladders and old carpeting.  They backed up a pick-up truck to the gate, scaled the

ladder, threw the carpeting over the razor wire, and went over the top. In less than thirty minutes, the

diesel turbines of Gowanus were spinning up to their full 640 megawatts of power. The only problem

left was to get that power across the city to Astoria, Queens. 

 

Relaying detailed instructions from Astoria’s 1970s dust covered manuals the Astoria team talked

Con-Ed utility workers, fumbling around muggy underground substations, through each switch setting

needed to manually move power across the grid.  Slowly, like the lighting of sections of a large

Christmas tree, the power began moving across the city from one substation to the next. Finally, the

last breaker was thrown, and the power from the floating generation barges in Brooklyn had made

the journey to the vast industrial complex that is Astoria. With the Astoria Power Plant restored to

service, other plants now had enough power to come on line themselves. Within 48 hours power was

restored to the entire system. Thanks, in great part, to the unsung Heroes of Gowanus Canal.  
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The magazines were there. They always had been. No reason to think Old Fart had thrown them out. 

 

 Maybe he noticed they’d been moved? No, I was always careful to get them right back in the same

order, and in exactly the same position. Any thirteen year old could manage that. He has a new

hiding place.  

 

My determination was piqued. He’s lazy, so they’ll be close to the bed. Maybe under the mattress? 

 

Hands sliding between the mattress and box spring expecting paper and finding…metal? 

 

The small pistol slid into view as I pulled my hand out from beneath the mattress. I had been looking

for porn, and found something else. I was thirteen, but I had seen enough TV to know what came

next. 

 

Button behind the trigger guard, and the magazine slipped free. Six cartridges visible through the

holes in the side of the slim metal box. Pulling back the slide ejects number seven onto the

bedspread. A quick look in the chamber to be sure, and a quick backward tug releases the catch and

allows the slide to close. “.25 ACP” stamped in the slide. Small, but not too heavy. Balances nicely in

the hand. 

 

Uh-oh! Garage door opening! Loose cartridge back in the magazine. Magazine back in the gun. Rack

the slide, and CAREFULLY lower the hammer. Back under the mattress and bedspread nicely

smoothed. 

 

“Hi Dad,” as the old fart comes in the back door. Same old crappy conversation. “How was school?

Where’s your mother? Blah, blah, blah.” 

 

Even though I called him “Dad”, he wasn’t my real Dad. He’d adopted me after he married my Mom. I

guess he should never have told me that because it just made things worse.  

 

 For some reason having your real parent beat the Hell out of you must not feel as bad as having a

fake parent kick your ass and tell you he did it because he loves you. At least the beatings and

derision hurt a lot worse after I found out he was not my real father. Before, I knew I could lie to

myself that whatever he was angry about really was my fault. Something I had done wrong.

Punishment I deserved. 
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Now I knew it was him. Right, wrong, or indifferent, no matter what my sister or me did, if he

did not like it, violence and pain would follow. 

 

Today they made the big announcement. Dad was “moving out for a while. Just until things

settle down.” 

 

Now he is packing, and he calls me into the bedroom to get him something from the

nightstand on his side of the bed. As I am collecting his things, he starts talking. Telling me

how proud he is of me. How much he’ll miss us all. How he hopes things can work out and

we’ll all be together again. He tells me he loves me. 

 

 Standing there with his bric-a brac in my hands I learn how fast the human mind can work. 

 

Drop this junk. 

Grab the pistol from under the mattress. 

Rack the slide to be sure one is in the chamber. 

He only has three choices. Talk fast. Come at me. Run. 

I’ll be pulling the trigger as soon as the sights line up. Fast talk is out. 

There’s a king-size bed between us. Go over or go around. He’s too fat to do either before

the slide locks back on the last shot. 

Running takes him down a twenty-five foot hallway. He’s a big man moving in a straight line.

No way to miss. 

A twenty-five probably won’t kill him, but it will sure make an impression. 

I’ll be arrested. Probably charged. But kids my age with no priors walk away all of the time.

Besides, I’m abused and lashing out at my abuser. My sister will back me up just by telling

the truth. 

I can do this, and he can’t do anything to stop me… 

 

“I love you too Dad,” as I walk around the bed to hand him his stuff. Then I walk away. 

 

 In that moment where his life was in my hand, I realized that I loved myself more than I

hated him. He simply was not worth killing, even to get revenge for the years of pain he had

inflicted.  

 

He died a few years ago of colon cancer. My sister had kept in touch because he was her

real father. She said he wanted to see me. To apologize for… everything.  

 

 I could have gone. A final gift to my tormentor. A last grovel of supplication from “his” son

answering his abuser’s summons. I could have raged at him, or maybe forgiven him. It did

not matter which. Either would have been a mercy because it was the attention he wanted

not absolution. I would not dignify his last words. He wasn’t worth it.  
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Carlos hadn’t meant to fall in love when he flirted with the young women on the beach during his

summer break from law school. But when he received the text from the redhead, Gloria, he knew he

was in trouble, and he needed to make some big decisions.  Law school had been his dream for so

long, but now that he had experienced the first year, he wasn’t so sure.  Maybe Gloria was right.   

 

During a weekend drinking binge, Carlos sent off emails to all of his professors, including the dean.

In his surprisingly coherent musings on love and life he let them all know in no uncertain terms what

he thought of them—and there was nothing complimentary in any of his emails.   

 

In retrospect he wondered, was it really necessary to challenge his professor of ethics to a wet t-shirt

contest in which his new babe Gloria would wipe the floor with her? Did he have to call out the dean

for being a weasel-eyed, bald-headed nincompoop who couldn't manage his way out of a paper

sack? Would his professor of the History of Law take his advice to "inter" his boring text book as a

threat? 

 

Now that he had sobered up, he was desperately trying to knit together a convincing story about how

his email account had been hacked. Had he first noticed that the emails had never been sent but

only saved as drafts, he could have forgotten about the whole affair. But there he was sending out

another round of emails apologizing for something that nobody would understand.  

 

After that, Carlos sent Gloria a text in which he pleaded for her to change the color of her hair. "You

will never know how the fiery highlights of your flaming coiffure have burned my very entrails." 

 

Now it was Gloria's turn to make a big decision. Her first thought was, "What kind of man would fall

for me but ask me to change my hair color?" Perhaps he was afraid of others falling for her.

Regardless, she had been waiting for an impetus to dye her hair more vividly. "Maybe he'll like it

better if it's a true turquoise or a passionate purple." With that well-intentioned thought, she called her

hairdresser and arranged an appointment for that very afternoon.  

 

She emerged looking like a peacock, with streaks of blue, green, and purple almost covering all of

the red. "That should please him," she thought. Meanwhile, he had missed his first day of the fall

term because he was so mortified about the emails and wanted to see how the recipients responded

before he set foot in class.  

 

They had a date that night in a bar not far from campus. He was already slightly tipsy when she

arrived. When he saw her hair, he almost fell off the bar stool. Then, he glanced to his left and saw  
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the Dean of his school and his law professor at a table nearby, gawking at Gloria and her hair of

many colors as she headed straight towards him. “Does this color do anything for you, doll?” she

purred. He quickly signaled for the tab and tried to maneuver around so that the Dean and the

professor couldn’t see that it was him.  

 

“How about getting something to eat, Gloria? We have so much to discuss,” he whispered. 

“But I want a drink before we go!” she all but shouted. “It’s tiring to spend so much time in the salon

chair. It’s the least you could do, buy me a drink!”   

 

He blanched as the Dean neared the table.  “Gloria, honey, what on earth have you done to your

hair? And how do you know my star student, Carlos?”   

 

It was then that Carlos felt like an utter fool. Gloria knew his Dean? Gloria was his wife or girlfriend?

His head spun. Had he used her name in his emails when he ranted about love?  

 

“Wa, wa, wa, wa” was all Carlos could muster as he looked into the eyes of the dean, “I’m so sorry

Dean Weasel,” he blurted out. 

 

“Weasel?” The dean and Gloria exchanged puzzled looks. “Carlos, how do you know Professor

Childe’s daughter?” 

 

“Your mother is my ethics professor?” Carlos asked hysterically. 

 

“Of course,” Gloria smiled.  “I told you that when we first met at the beach.” 

 

“You did?” he asked 

 

“Yes, Dear, but you weren’t interested in talking shop.” 

 

The dean interrupted, “Carlos I got your email about your account being hacked, but I had not

previously received anything. No phishing emails or anything.” 

 

“Really? Nothing in your spam folder? 

 

As the dean shook his head Carlos excused himself and ran to the restroom where he checked his

email on his iPhone.  It was then that he realized he had never actually sent those earlier emails. He

was so excited that he ran out and hugged Gloria as she stood next to the dean and Carlos’s law

professor who had by now joined them. 

 

“I love you, and I love your hair, red or rainbow!”  he exclaimed. 

 

Carlos didn’t even notice that in his excitement he had forgotten to fasten his belt, and as he kissed

Gloria passionately his pants slid to the floor revealing the boxers that Gloria had bought him the day

they met.  And on those boxers was printed a prescient scene: Two lovers embracing as they strode

across a beach on the back of a prancing unicorn with a dramatic multi-colored mane of hair blowing

in the wind. 
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Being a warthog wasn’t all that grand, she thought, wading in the murky water of the creek and

looking down at her scabby hide. For starters, the name given to her species was not poetic:

warthog. The sound of it clunked. Why couldn’t they have called her a sparklelunk or a

meadowchirper? No, the latter was too close to bird sounds. And did she ever really sparkle? Self

esteem was hard to muster sometimes, she thought and sighed. 

 

Suddenly she heard a loud call. It was the call of a wounded animal. Wilhelmina scurried out of the

creek and slipped on the muddy bank.  She righted herself and made her way toward the cries. 

 

"Oh! What pain I am in!" cried the strange creature lying on the grass.   

 

"Whatever is the matter?" Wilhelmina asked. 

 

"I do believe I am in labor, and if you can help me, I will give you the honor of naming the first born." 

 

"Well, I will certainly do what I can, but first tell me, what is your name?" 

 

"My name? Bristol,” she muttered, and then repeated her name more clearly. Bristol had always

been hesitant to say her own name. Her natural reticence was not helped by her self-image that a

prickly hedgehog was a grotesque aberration.   

 

Wilhelmina was still wondering what this curious creature might be.  She offered, “I am willing to help

you, whether I get to name your baby or not.” 

 

Bristol was pleasantly surprised that this stranger was willing to help without expecting anything in

return. Moreover, strangely, she didn’t feel judged or self-conscious. “What is your name, kind

friend?” respect welling in her heart. 

 

“I am Wilhelmina, the warthog,” declared Wilhelmina.  Bristol responded, “I am a hedgehog, and I am

so glad to meet you! I am delighted that my baby will be born in the presence of a noble being like

you!” 

 

They were both startled by the sudden appearance of a very lovely bird emerging from the water.  

 

“Hello,” they said in unison.  
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“Well, who are you?” The bird looked down her long beak at them, sneered, and stepped gracefully

onto the bank. “You are strange looking—I would say, rather hideously ugly.”  

 

Wilhelmina glanced at her own mud-covered toes, while Bristol studied her own bristly fur.  

 

“What kind of fowl are you?” Wilhelmina asked, softly.  

 

“Why I’m a loon, you goon. And a poet, too!” She shook her feathers to release drops of water.  

 

“And what is your name?” Bristol asked.  

 

“Liliana.” 

 

“That’s lovely. How did you get that color on your neck?” Wilhelmina was mesmerized by the

beautiful crimson color between her gray head and white chest.  

 

“I’m a red-throated loon, the most beautiful kind of our species. Don’t you know anything?” Liliana

preened herself, showing off her beautiful neck even more. “What are you two doing here?” She

looked away as if she really weren’t interested. 

 

“OWWWWWW.” Bristol grimaced and shuddered; Wilhelmina explained that Bristol was giving birth.

“Lean on me,” she said, offering the hedgehog her strong shoulder.  

 

“Oh, that’s no trick at all,” said Liliana. “I’ve laid dozens of eggs. It’s the easiest thing in the world.” 

 

“Where are your children now?” asked Wilhelmina, hoping conversation would take away Bristol’s

pain.  

 

“Who knows? I usually get my mate to sit on the eggs and stay with the chicks, so I can be free!” 

 

“Isn’t that odd behavior?” 

 

“Maybe, but I’m special. I don’t want to be saddled with raising the chicks. I’ve got places to go,

things to see.”  

 

Things to learn, thought Wilhelmina. Just then, Bristol cried out again, and a little form emerged from

her, tiny and wet. Bristol curled over and licked the baby urgently, tenderly. Another came out, and

another—three little squirmy bodies with beating hearts. “Aren’t they beautiful,” she murmured.  

 

“I hardly think so.” Liliana stepped back into the water. “I’m out of here.” And off she went!  

 

Wilhelmina looked at the three new hedgehogs. “Yes,” she affirmed. “They are beautiful!” She built a

little nest for the family and watched over them as they slept.  

 

In the morning, Bristol smiled at her. “This girl is named Wilhelmina, after you. And my boy will be

Wilhelm. I will never forget what you did for me.”  
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“Oh, I really don’t expect. . .” Wilhelmina began.  

 

“But what will I call the other girl?” 

 

“Liliana is a beautiful name.”  They sat there in silence, thinking about the loon. While ambivalent

about it, Bristol decided to embrace the name, since the loon had been there during the birth. It was

a beautiful name, after all.  

 

"I am now feeling the pangs of hunger, and I must eat so I can feed my three little ones," said Bristol. 

 

"Yes,” said Wilhelmina.  "Let me get us something.  I saw some wonderful roots and wild onions

growing." 

 

"And snails," Bristol exclaimed. "I would love snails." 

 

"Oh my, yes," Wilhelmina said, trying to hide her disgust. 

 

Wilhelmina set off, and soon ran into Liliana, who had managed to sprain a wing trying to get her foot

unstuck from the mud. It was perfect timing, for a snake slithered upon the scene. 

 

"Good heavens!" Wilhelmina cried as she came up to Liliana, frightening away the snake. "Hop onto

my back, and I will take you to get us some food.  You are in no condition to be alone, and need

rest." 

 

"Oh, thank you. I never dreamt that such a beautiful soul was hidden behind your terrifyingly

unglamorous appearance," Liliana muttered, softening her earlier pronouncement. “In fact, I’m

grateful to you. You are proving to be a good friend, and I’ve been utterly rude.”   

 

They had a delectable feast, and from that day forward, they stuck together, helping each other find

food and shelter and caring for three baby hedgehogs, who called them all “Mom.”  

 

And that is how a warthog, a hedgehog, and a loon all came to know and love each other, each

celebrating the others’ strengths—and beauty.  
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“Where can we hide the body?” she whispered.  

   

“I don’t know! Why didn’t you think of it before we came out here with the poisonous mushrooms?”

He knelt before his rival, Daniel, the smartest chess player they knew. In a few days the tournament

would start and now that Daniel wasn’t in the competition, he would have a chance!  

   

They were startled by a loud noise. It was coming from the jacket pocket that wrapped the corpse.

The sound was the furious playing of the final moments of Sergei Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No.

Three in C major.  "Good heavens!" Louise shrieked.  

 

With growing hysteria, Anatole shushed the cell phone as if it were a noisy child.  

 

"That sounds like the Argentine pianist Martha Argerich," Louise said. Then she narrowed her eyes

and looked at Anatole. "Were you aware that Prokofiev was a master chess player?"  

 

 "No idea," Anatole muttered as he tried to loosen the cords he had just tied so expertly

around the stiffening body. Finally his time in the Boy Scouts learning square knots had yielded some

really useful knowledge. Once he got to Daniel's phone, he muted the speaker and absentmindedly

put the phone into his own pocket. This small move would cost him more than the championship at

the tournament.  

 

They began moving the body toward the car where they could put it into the trunk.  

 

Louise continued in her musings on history. “Dali and Duchamp were also masters of chess.  This

was something they had in common, despite their artistic differences.”  

 

“Again, no idea.” Anatole shrugged, concerned more about the body and their current situation than

any historic examples of great chess players.   

 

“Dali, in fact, created a special chess set,” Louise continued. “It was called ‘Homage to Marcel

Duchamp.’ There were 45 sets made, and he signed every piece. One set sold for $23,400 at an

auction!”  

 

They stopped to rest for a moment, dropping the body with a thud.  

 

Anatole fingered the cell phone in his pocket nervously. “What did it look like?”  
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“The pieces were all modeled after Dali’s fingers—half cast in silver and half in silver gilt.”  

 

“His fingers?”  

 

“Yeah, all except the Queens, which were modeled after his wife’s thumb.  She was his muse, you

know.”   

 

Anatole sighed.   

 

“Oh, and the rooks were modeled after a salt shaker of a hotel in New York and topped with a cast of

Dali’s nipple.”  

 

“That’s bizarre.”   

 

“And the chess board that sold with that set was made by Duchamp.”  

 

“So they had quite a partnership. . . .”  

 

“Kind of like ours, eh?” Louise gazed at him lovingly.   

 

Anatole shrugged again, thinking about how they were now partners in crime more than partners in

art.   

 

“The weird thing is, I just read about how one piece is missing from one of the sets. . . .”  

 

“Wonder what people will do when they find out Daniel is missing?”   

 

They picked up the lifeless body of Daniel and started moving toward the car again.  Soon they

would be done with this task—tedious and gruesome—and then clean up for tomorrow’s pre-

tournament get-acquainted luncheon.  

 

That night, Louise dreamt of fingers—fingers popping off the corpse and bobbing in the water as they

lowered Daniel into the lake.  Strings were tied to his now freed digits on one end and concrete

weights on the other. The fingers of Martha Argerich danced along the keyboard as she played the

final moments of Prokofiev’s concerto. Daniel’s cell phone rang intermittently and Dali chess pieces

—fingers and nipples—fell out of its screen and into her plate of wild rice and mushrooms. Individual

mushrooms sprouted miniature heads of the experimental composer John Cage, as he read his

translation of Basho’s mushroom haiku, and the fingers pointed at her accusingly until there was a

chorus of mushroom/Cage heads and pointing fingers, as if in a perverse chorus from a Greek

tragedy.  

 

Louise woke up and gladly so, remembering Cage had written: “The function of mushrooms is to rid

the world of old rubbish.”  She had never had such bizarre dreams, not even in her brief Haight-

Ashbury days. She showered and went to meet Anatole at the hotel coffee shop.  

 

Anatole was surprised to get an urgent message from the front desk. A package had arrived for him.  
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 The label on the box read:   

 

Daniel Lippencott, Master Chess Player  

c/o Anatole Suppine, Chess Player  

Bishop Forest Hotel  

Castle, Texas  

 

Anatole picked up the package – he would give it to the director of the tournament. Why had the

sender sent the package c/o him? Now he was tied, in some way, to Daniel. A sense of foreboding

sent a shiver through his body as he strode through the hotel lobby and walked to the large room

with chess boards and tables, just missing Louise.   

 

He sat down and took out his phone. But he grasped Daniel’s phone! It slipped through his fingers

and fell toward the table. Anatole shot his hand out to catch the phone but instead popped it into the

air, where it spun twice and landed into a potted plant that sat between his chess table and the back

wall. He immediately shoved his hand into the pot and retrieved the phone and put it in his pocket.  

 

Just then, Louise approached him to wish him luck in the tournament. He explained that he had to

deliver a package. She was stupefied when she saw its addressee. “Let’s open it.”   

 

He nodded and tore it open to reveal the missing finger from the Dali chess set. They gasped.  Just

then a man approached saying, “Mr. Suppine, I’m your practice opponent, Carl Digit.”  

 

They shook hands, sat down, and began to play.   

 

During Anatole’s third move, his opponent stopped for a minute to reach for his own phone and send

a text. A second later Anatole felt Daniel’s phone vibrate. He took it out and read:  

 

We found Daniel’s body & used  

his iPad to track down his phone.   

We have you surrounded.  

CHECK MATE! 
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